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MACKAY GOLF CLUB INC.   

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - NOTICE & AGENDA   

The 2019 Annual General Meeting will be held at 7PM in MGC Clubhouse Tuesday 3th December 2019   

   

BUSINESS   

   

1. Opening and call for apologies. Minute silence for members who have passed.    

 

 2.1   Adoption of Minutes of Annual General Meeting of 4th December 2018.   

   

3. Presentation and Adoption of Reports.   

   

3.1 President’s Report   

3.2 Captain’s Report    

3.3 Course Director’s Report   

3.4 Development and Infrastructure Director’s Report    

3.5 Membership Director’s Report   

3.6 Treasurer’s Report   

   

4. Motions on Notice:    

4.1 Motions on Notice by Members  

      

5. Election of Officers   

   

6. Appointment of Auditor   

   

7. General Business as Brought Forward in accordance with the Club’s By-Laws.   

   

7.1 Announcement of Patron and Patroness for 2019-20  

  

8. Closure   

   

Michael Richards 

MANAGER   

 November 2019     

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

EXECUTIVE REPORTS  

PRESIDENT’S REPORT  

  

It is with great sadness that I present my report for the 2018/2019 year as this is my last report. I am not continuing as 

President for the 2019/20 year. I have enjoyed my term as President, but it is now time for someone else to take the 

reins and take us on a new venture over the next few years. 

This has been a very successful year; the course has been in very good condition and there has been a lot of 

improvements completed especially in making the course more playable after long periods of rain. I’m sure as members 

get used to the buggy paths and they keep their carts on the paths whether it is wet or dry conditions the course will 

remain in a better playing condition throughout the year.  

Financially we have been able to produce a small profit, all areas of the Club have performed well, Michael Richards and 

his team under the direction of the Board have run a tight ship. 

This year in conjunction with Golf Queensland the Board has established a new set of Rules and By-Laws to help the Club 

manage future challenges and to enable us to move forward in a positive way into the 21st century. These can be read on 

our website and I ask all members to check them out. 

On the agenda for the new Board will be to work on a strategic plan for the next 3 to 5 years. I wish them luck in this 

endeavour as this can be one of the hardest missions a Board can take on as we live in a world that is changing almost by 

the day, not as it used to be by the decade. 

All departments of the Golf Club have been performing very well - our Administration under Jo Morgan – the Course and 

Green under Shane Philips and Kitchen and Bar under Kath Geoghegan.  To all Staff of the Mackay Golf Club I say a big 

thank you for a job well done and keep up the good work. 

To all our Volunteers and Dads Army, who continue to give their time and energy, on behalf of the Board and members 

of our Club our thanks goes to each one of you.  We look forward to your continued support as it is very much 

appreciated.  Your Club spirit is on show for all to see, hopefully some new members will find time to lend a hand, and I 

thank you again. WELL DONE. 

My thanks must also go to the Management Committee Members:  Treasurer David Hinder, Captain Stephen Harris and 

his Committee, Course Director Clinton Smith, Membership Director Di Hatfield and Infrastructure Director Eric Duck.  

Your support and effort throughout the past year was outstanding and I congratulate each of you on a job well done. 

In closing, I pass on my thanks to each Member of the Club.  I have enjoyed this year, although it did have its challenges. 

As members of this great Club we have a responsibility to support the facilities. By spending your money in the Pro-Shop, 

the Spike Bar or upstairs in the Kitchen and Bar you ensure the Club’s continued success. Next time you make a sandwich 

at home or go out for dinner on a Friday night maybe just think “The Club” makes great food I’ll by my sandwich at the 

Spike Bar or this Friday I’ll have dinner down at the Club. Every dollar you spend here helps your Club’s future.  

My first goal was to unite the Club and ensure we are all working together and going in the one direction and for our Club 

to survive that must happen. We are almost there but we must ensure the process is completed across the whole of the 

Club. 

There is still a lot of work to be done and as I say every year, we need more “feet on the fairways” and more “butts on 

buggies”. 

Enjoy your golf and once again, thank you for the chance to be your President. 

 

Colin Meng  

PRESIDENT 

 



 

 

CAPTAIN’S REPORT   
 

In 2017 I joined the Mackay Golf Club as Manager and due to personal reasons, I regretfully had to resign in 2018. In 2018 

I was then elected to the MGC Board as Captain. During my time as Manager and Captain I have been passionate about 

the Club’s golf operations doing what I/we believed would improve the Club’s image, position and standing in the 

community. It has been an honour to serve as the Club Captain and I am very proud of what has been achieved and what 

I/we believe is yet to come. I came into the role as Manager and then Captain with a simple philosophy to ensure all 

members had fun whilst at the Club, received good Club communication, participated in Club activities, and more 

importantly, to ensure golf operational “basics” were in place and working well.   

To get the required results in all those areas, a strong team effort was required as it takes a great deal of resilience, 

commitment, energy and sustained support from members and fellow Board members and staff alike for making those 

good outcomes become reality. I can only leave it to you the membership to decide the extent to which you feel those 

outcomes have been achieved.   

Some of those achievements include:     

• Implementation of the new 2019 Rules of Golf – another set is due on January 1, 2020  

• Revamped Club competition formats, prize increases and allocation and competition starting  

• Major upgrade to golf operations systems and processes    

• Improved relationships with Sponsors and members   

• Initiatives to improve competition tee time access assisting in improved pace of play  

• Improving tees, greens and fairways in terms of turf health   

• Improving bunker faces/collars   

• Improved weed control across the course  

• Improved tee box presentation   

• More attractive Clubhouse landscaping   

 THE COURSE   

The current Board committed to improve the overall presentation of our course and aesthetics with a view in increasing 

the member and social player enjoyment and experience. The successful introduction of the new collars to bunkers 

surrounding the 12th, 13th and 15th greens is just one example along with a focus to weatherproof the course with 

additional cart path installation targeting problem areas and holes. I consider it prudent the incoming Board press on 

with the initiative of bunker rationalisation and bunker collars and to continue targeting further problem holes for cart 

paths. Without these programs the existing poor design and condition of bunkers and lack of weatherproof cart paths 

will continue to drain Club funds each time we receive heavy rains not only from a maintenance perspective but from a 

reduction in member competition numbers.    

There has been a focus and process of restoring tees over the last few months of 2019 with scarifying, fertilising, some 

levelling, reshaping and resurfacing of problem tee boxes. I’m sure members will agree that the improvements to 6 & 7 

tees has been successful and now represents a greater outlook for this area of the course. Improvements like this should 

remain a focus going forward and become normal practice.   

Multiple problem trees were removed across the course. The course staff and the Dad’s Army crew have continued with 

cleaning up ground surfaces under trees as well as lifting and shaping low bows. Whilst this looks more attractive those 

changes also assist with pace of play because less time is spent looking for wayward balls. Tree rationalisation must 

continue to be rolled out to remove dangerous and problem ones and therefore allow speedier drying and rough grass 

growth.  



 

 

The greens will continue to improve subsequent to the “expert advice” implemented during the year. The encroachment 

of fairway grass and tree roots into the greens has been and will continue to be a problem to be managed and is a 

common problem for golf courses in Queensland. The newly appointed Board must develop and implement strategies to 

improve the current situation and to then introduce a strategy to stay on top of this issue and implement a whole of 

course greens replacement program.    

The 2019 EOY course renovations have been very successful with the course looking very promising for the upcoming wet 

season and ahead and into the new year.   

WATER SUPPLY   

It has been a difficult year for water management. The beginning of the year had high rainfall, resulting in the course 

flooding for a few days. In March we experienced a significant electrical storm rendering our irrigation system practically 

inoperable for almost 3 months. Mid-year we moved into drought conditions with very little rain in the winter period 

once again this year. Since then though reasonable rain has kept the dams at acceptable levels and assisted the course in 

its recovery from renovations. The incoming Board must continue to look for opportunities to increase the storage 

capacity via government grants and community business involvement.   

The incoming Board must also explore similar grant funding opportunities to replace the current irrigation system and 

components as it will have reached its life expectancy come 2023.    

MEN’S PENNANTS   

This year was a major disappointment for the Club with A Grade being relegated to Division 2 for the first time in the 

Club’s history after losing all its three matches. Our B Grade team was narrowly defeated into second place based on two 

countbacks to unfortunately remain in Division 2 for 2020 and our C Grade team acquitted themselves well however fell 

short having two losses and one halved match from their three games and unfortunately have also been relegated to 

Division 2 for 2020 event.   

A cold hard look at internal problems and issues was undertaken and improvement initiatives have been developed to 

quickly restore our standing within the Golf North Queensland (GNQ) community in 2020 and the years following.   

The redemption journey has just begun, and I look forward from the sidelines to seeing all teams bringing home the 2020 

Division 2 Pennant flags and being promoted to Division 1 for the 2021 event. Specials thanks to the team shirt sponsors, 

our Professional Jeff Reid, who attended and the Mackay Driving Range for allowing our teams access to their facility 

throughout the months prior.    

 MACKAY GOLF CLUB – ANNUAL REPORT 2018/2019  

Thanks to all members throughout the year as our regular mid-week, weekly and major events were well supported with 

numbers well up from the previous years.    

2019 CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS   

The Club Championships remained as a focus for the past year and this year there was a significant weather event 

affecting play for Rounds 1 and 2 however with member assistance the Match Committee was able to push forward in 

trying conditions and complete the first weekends play. I commend our Lady Members who had only one withdrawal 

across the 72-hole event.    

Congratulations to all the 2019 winners and thank you to our sponsors Jeff and Angela Reid of We R Golf who continue to 

support this major event each year.     

PACE OF PLAY  

Pace of play remained a challenge for members in 2019 with a lack of personal responsibility and respect for fellow 

players a key issue. All members are always encouraged to ensure they are available to hit off at their booked time and to 

keep up to the group in front. This by and large was followed however we still have some members who are selfish and 

continue to ignore their pace of play.    

 



 

 

RULES OF GOLF MAJOR CHANGE 2019 AND 2020  

In 2019 all Clubs saw the greatest changes to the rules of golf and an opportunity to introduce several “pace of play” 

initiative local golf rules. A large amount of time and effort went into the implementation of these changes and I would 

especially like to thank our Men’s Match Committee and Ladies Captain Wendy Grendon and her Match Committee as 

well as you our members for your assistance in a successful transition.   

In 2020 we again are being required to introduce further changes the likes of which have been forwarded to all via our 

monthly newsletters. These new 2020 changes are more “background” alterations with little to no immediate effect to 

players. I urge all members make themselves familiar with these new changes prior to the Opening of Season of the 2020 

season as they are programmed to become effective January 1, 2020.  

SPONSORS   

A special thank you to our major and minor sponsor/s who again during the year, put their hands in their pockets to 

finance assorted events and competitions. That sponsorship and support made our key events very successful and has 

been warmly received and appreciated by all Club members. I trust the relationship between the Club and our sponsors 

has improved and I look forward to seeing a greater focus from our new 2020 Board to support the good work this Board 

commenced.    

THANK YOU   

The last two years have flown by as Manager and Captain and I would very much like to thank all the hard working 

volunteer members, especially Dad’s Army who have contributed so well on the course and Clubhouse surrounds with 

the “one percenter’s” that largely go unnoticed by members.   

I also extend my thanks to our General Manager Michael Richards, Jo Morgan and Kate Saunders along with our 

hospitality staff Kath, Cassia, Bev, Lucy who all do a power of work behind the scenes to ensure seamless enjoyable days 

of golf whenever we as members turn up.   

Special thanks to our resident Professional Jeff and Angela Reid and their family and staff members Elliot, John and Jay 

for accepting significant changes to our Club operations over the last couple of seasons. I’m sure all members will agree 

that their control of competitions has been exemplary. It is anticipated that further changes will be introduced early in 

the new season requiring their and your assistance. These new changes will further enhance your Club’s standing and 

improve the member and social golfer playing experience.    

Special thanks go to our Ladies Captain: Wendy Grendon and her 2019 Ladies Match Committee: Joan Edmonds, Michelle 

Ahmad, Di Hatfield, Donna Watkins, Laurie Petersen, Sharyn Harris and Lorraine Argus.   

I also thank our Men’s Match Committee: Neil Morris and Shane Page and Wendy Grendon for their valuable input 

particularly in the early part of the year in reviewing and issuing new Conditions of Play and their ongoing feedback and 

suggestions across all weekly and major tournaments.   

And to you the members, I thank you for your support. Remember, this is OUR CLUB and each of us holds a stake in the 

Club’s future success. Exciting opportunities are ahead, but for the Club to succeed, there will be challenges and at times, 

sacrifices requested and/or flexibility required. Member understanding is sought and appreciated when changes are 

evident.    

 GOOD WISHES  

People across all walks of life always want change until those changes are perceived to have a negative effect on 

themselves. This is human nature and is always something we will all have to come to grips with if the Mackay Golf Club 

intends to reach its full potential as one of the regional’s leading golf and leisure facilities.   

For the Club to be the very best it can be, ALL members and staff must constantly strive for those elusive “outstanding” 

results. And importantly, the Club must remain on a “continuous improvement” journey knowing that such a journey is 

never completed.   

I extend my best wishes to all and the very best of health and golfing in the years ahead.    

  



 

 

            RESULTS OF THE SEASON’S PRINCIPAL EVENTS  

  TROPHY   MEN   WOMEN   

CLUB CHAMPION Michael Neaton Shae Saunders (nee Holmes) 

CLUB CHAMPION RUNNER UP Danial Cook Sheree Hasson 

SENIOR CHAMPION Stephen Harris Wendy Grendon 

B GRADE Scott McLennan Toni Woolcock 

C GRADE Robert Masterton Jo Morgan 

JUNIOR CHAMPION Jay Watling Not Played 

FOURBALL CHAMPIONS Shane Page, Michael Neaton Sharyn Harris, Robyn Tait 

MACKAY OPEN 
Damian Haupt (Tropics GC – 

Townsville) 

Sheree Hasson 

FOURSOMES CHAMPIONS Michael Neaton, Joshua Reid Wendy Grendon, Sheree Hasson 

MIXED FOURSOMES 

CHAMPIONS 

Mitchell Thomas, Laura Andersen  

MONTHLY MEDAL FINAL 

CHAMPIONS 
MEN WOMEN 

A GRADE Neil Morris Shae Saunders (nee Holmes) 

(Div 1) 

B GRADE Zed Ahmad Sandra Tonion (Div 2) 

C GRADE Peter Duck - 

SINGLES MATCHPLAY 

CHAMPIONS 

 

MEN 

 

WOMEN 

A GRADE Michael Neaton Shae Saunders (nee Holmes) 

B GRADE Mark Coughlan Janet Ezzy 

C GRADE Tony Dartnell Stacey Lay 

FOURBALL MATCHPLAY 

CHAMPIONS 

Not played Ronnie Dempsey, Janet Ezzy 

ORDER OF MERIT Jock Baird Shae Saunders (nee Holmes) 

ECLECTIC MEN WOMEN 

A GRADE GROSS/NETT Stephen Harris/Dale Byrne Shae Saunders (nee 

Holmes)/Gillian McCallum 

B GRADE GROSS/NETT Mitchell Thomas/Ian Tremlett-

Johnstone 

Sabine Lloyd/Tracie Harvison 

C GRADE GROSS/NETT Lawrie Tompkins/Daniel Edge-

Williams 

- 

  

Stephen Harris 

CAPTAIN  



 

 

COURSE DIRECTOR’S REPORT   

  

I am pleased to be able to report this year has been a good year for our Golf Course. 

A number of hurdles have been overcome due to an electrical storm earlier in the year which fried our irrigations 

computer system. Shane and Michael’s efforts in the rebuild of the system is certainly worth applauding. 

Soil testing led to the Implementation of a programme by a chemical expert which has been followed during the course 

of the year. This has really helped the overall health of the greens which have been a major struggle for some time. 

Shane and his team continue to follow this plan. 

A major focus of the Committee this year has been to work on a plan to improve our course conditions and playability. 

Part of this plan involved upgrading some of our equipment to ensure we make the Greens staff more efficient. This has 

helped allow more of the greens staffs time to go towards improvements which I’m sure you will have seen around the 

course this year.  

Several bunkers have had drainage improvements and the introduction of a variety of grass called “SIR Grange” being 

introduced to the faces of the bunkers being renovated. Going forwards, this will be of huge benefit during the wet 

season and greens staff labour won’t be as stretched pushing sand up the face’s week after week. 

Continuing from last year, we have continued the buggy path improvements and like the bunkers, the benefits of these 

improvements will be evident in the wet season. Part of this progression forwards was a full buggy path master plan 

which was approved by the board in an order of priority based on the wetter areas as well as aesthetics. This plan will be 

passed on to the new board for 2020. A big thank you to the Veterans and an external sponsorship by WHF Group who 

contributed funding towards the construction of the paths this year. 

My thanks go out to Dads army whose efforts are invaluable. 

Thank you to our Course Superintendent Shane Philip and his staff who work tirelessly to have our golf course in good 

condition. 

 

Clinton Smith 

COURSE DIRECTOR   

   

   

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 

 

DEVELOPMENT / INFRASTRUCTURE DIRECTOR’S REPORT   
 

Board approval for projects during the year 2019 not only for maintenance and capital works, was to provide comfort and 

benefit to our members but also to enhance the appearance of the entrance to the course and internal/external work to 

the Club House and its surrounds. More work is yet to be done in accordance to the strategic plan and no doubt the 

incoming board will continue to monitor and execute the projects accordingly. 

ACCESS TO GROUNDS AND CLUB HOUSE 

The access road to the grounds and club house was constructed sometime in the early 1970’s and over a period of some 

forty-nine (49) years has been subject to all types of traffic and unpleasant weather conditions. Eventually potholes and 

crumbling in places to the bitumen surface occurred. Despite a number of necessary maintenance work and obviously not 

solving the problem, it was therefore necessary to approach a notable company with the know how to repair the access 

road. Fulton Hogan Industries recognised for major, minor road construction as well a repair work was awarded to carry 

out the necessary repair work just inside the entrance of 50 metres approximately including potholes En Route to the club 

house and exit road of 30 metres from the car park. 

As the road base was in sound condition, potholes were cleaned and reinstated followed by asphalt pavement suitable for 

the type of traffic entering the course. The work involved was done to our satisfaction. 

REMOVAL OF LARGE GARDEN AND THREE SMALL GARDENS 

Due to a congestion of motorised buggies on competition days, corporate days and major events the above-mentioned 

gardens were removed to create additional buggy parking space for the club professional and members. To prevent parking 

on the fairway behind and each side of the 18th green a concrete edge was laid some distance from the members parking 

area and pathway to the 1st tee and 10th tee for the planting of suitable shrubs to form a hedge no more than one (1) 

metre in height to enhance the area encompassing the 18th green, buggy parking, Spike bar and Pro Shop. 

In addition, a concrete slab was laid 700ml wide from 1st tee to the existing buggy parking area to allow for passing buggies. 

Members parking area is indicated by white lines and yellow lines for the club professional.  In this instance we express our 

sincere appreciation to our Manager Michael Richards who presented to the Board his vision for discussion and approval 

of what has been achieved. 

GARDEN FRONT OF RESIDENCE 

Old palm stumps were removed, fresh soil and mulch was deposited together with the planting of new plants. The fibro 

sheeting attached to the front of the residence was cleaned and painted. The lawn in front of the residence and club house 

has been fertilised watered and mowed to improve the appearance of the area and the entry to the Club House.  

CLUB HOUSE INTERNAL WALL MODIFICATIONS 

The existing opening to the kitchen was infilled with double doors on boomer hinges to allow the doors to swing both ways. 

An existing wall was removed, and the electronic scoring system was re located to the back wall giving room for a dry bar 

and submission of competition score cards. Fergus Builders carried out the necessary carpentry work, painting and the 

installation of new carpet tiles. We thank Ben Hilder and his men in doing the work in an efficient and capable manner. 

BACK STOREROOM/ COLD ROOM 

As this area was badly in need of maintenance, it was therefore necessary to remove unused electrical wiring, repair walls 

and ceiling, clean and paint including doors and architraves. The external wall of the cold room was washed down and 

painted. The internal lift that brings product from the downstairs storeroom to the first floor was cleaned and painted 

including the security gate and fence. 

MEETING/ BOARD ROOM (VACANT STARTERS BOX) 

Has been refurbished and converted to a meeting/ Board room. We sincerely thank Jim Forrest for the cleaning/painting 

of the ceiling, walls, doors and architraves and to Mark Coughlan of Flooring Xtra who generously donated and laid carpet 

tiles to the floor replacing well-worn indoor/ outdoor carpet. Thank you, gentlemen, in the execution of your work. 



 

 

MINOR WORKS – (CONTRACTED) 

· NEW BUGGY SHED 

Installation of (2) exit lights and (3) additional overhead lights. 

· ALCOHOL STOREROOOM 

Installation security spot camera/ light 

· PULL BUGGY ROOM 

Installation (1) new overhead light 

· CLUB HOUSE FUNCTION ROOMS 

Install daylight switch, front stairs, 6 x 18-watt ceiling down lights, dimmer switch controlled. Repair 4 fluorescent 

lights 

· COLD ROOM 

Replace 2 Lights 

· CLUB HOUSE ROOF 

Re seal joins – Box gutter 

Replace rust/ damaged metal parapet capping 

Replace faulty/ damaged rectangular metal down pipes with PVC pipe 

Replace damaged ends of PVC down pipe ground level of Club House 

· SHADE SAILS ON COURSE 

Damaged/missing shade sails replaced on 4th and 5th tees. 

· PATIO ABOVE PRO SHOP 

Supply and install new posts and large shade sail 

The above electrical work was done by Greg James Electrical with the plumbing work by John O’Callaghan Steel Roofing 

Industries and Geoff Schick – G P Motor trimming installation of shade sails. All work was done to our satisfaction, for this 

we sincerely thank them. 

VOLUNTEER WORK – MEMBERS 

· Install additional shelf linen cupboard 

· Repaint office door and spike bar door 

· Repaint internal wall housing three (3) TV screens 

· Erect (2) CMR Sponsor signs – Festival of Golf, Front/side Club House 

· Possum proof professional buggy/ storage area, rear of Club House – underneath 

· Removal (1) large garden (3) small gardens 

· Garden entrance to grounds, deposit mulch and plant new plants 

· On course distance markers replaced damaged/ missing post. Under coat paint yellow 150 metre, blue 100 metre 

markers respectively 

· Sand/ clean/ paint outside patio beverage top 

To ensure all projects allocated was done efficiently and satisfactorily it was necessary to seek volunteers to assist, and I 

sincerely thank Graeme Bromiley, Russell Buckley, Rowan Pert, Barry Sullivan, Graham Sutton, Greg McGann, Danny 

Beerhalter, Greg Mulhall Organiser for Dad’s Army and the members of Dad’s Army for their contribution to the projects 

entailed. 

ELECTRICITY USAGE 

It was found necessary to investigate the power usage of the Mackay Golf Club. Russell Buckley a qualified electrical 

engineer was approached and volunteered to carry out the investigation. Whilst the investigation identified many areas of 

concern and items of most concern have been addressed, others are still to be addressed, and no doubt the incoming 

Board will monitor and achieve the best possible result. 

We thank Greg James Electrical, Mark Greenham of Energy Solutions, Brendan Camilleri of Energy Base for their support, 

advice, guidance and assistance in identifying possible solutions. 

CONCLUSION 

It would be remiss of me if I did not recognise and thank the support and assistance of the following people not in order of 

priority. 



 

 

(a) General Manager Michael Richards and his administration staff of Jo Morgan and Kate Saunders 

(b) Greens Superintendent Shane Philip and his Ground staff, Mechanic Greg West for the construction of the metal 

frame to support the dry bar top. 

(c) Kitchen/ Bar staff Kath, Cassia, Beverley and Lucy 

(d) We R Golf; Jeffrey and Angie Reid, Elliot Beel, John Halliwell and Jay Watling 

(e) You the Members of Mackay Golf Club 

My sincere thanks to President Col Meng, Treasurer David Hinder, Captain Steve Harris, Membership Director Di Hatfield, 

Course Director Clinton Smith, General Manager Michael Richards for the support, assistance and the team work that 

evolved throughout the year. May you and the members of the Mackay Golf Club have a most enjoyable festive season. 

   

Eric Duck    

DEVELOPMENT/INFRASTRUCTURE DIRECTOR  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTOR’S REPORT   
  

Maintaining and growing membership is always a vital factor in any golf club and statistics show that clubs throughout 

Australia are experiencing similar challenges in this area. 

I have attempted to make personal contact with new members as they have joined and have had positive responses in 

all. 

We can all be very proud of our efforts for the year which yielded a nett increase of 9; some members also chose to 

upgrade their subscriptions from midweek to full or bulk memberships keeping in mind that the midweek option will 

cease to exist at the end of our golf calendar year in September 2020. 

Disappointing though is the decrease in Junior memberships mainly due to the absence of a permanent coordinator. 

Efforts to find a suitable replacement have proved difficult and this is an area of focus for the coming year. 

LADIES’ BIRDIE CLINICS 

This is always an exceptionally well-run program steered by Laurie Petersen and a group of dedicated lady members.  The 

12-week program was attended by 15 eager ladies and we have gained at least 2 full members and 2 summer good sport 

members (with likelihood of full membership) as a result. 

SOCIAL PLAYERS DATABASE 

We created a database of our social players in an effort to make contact with them to advise of any upcoming special 

events or membership opportunities.  We believe this has brought a number of new members into the fold and we will 

continue to grow this database into the future. 

MEMBERSHIP SPECIALS 

We successfully offered a special deal commencing in April 2019 of “17 months for the price of 12”, gradually working 

through to the end of August and in that time attracted 40 new members, 32 of whom are now full bulk category. Whilst 

there was some concern among existing members who felt this may be a little unfair, the whole point of the exercise is to 

increase our member base, which increases our income, and the ability to delay any increase in fees for those very same 

existing members. 

Additional membership offers were likewise successful during the Golf Expo in September with a gain of 22 members 

through differing categories – 11 Good Sport Summer Social memberships, 2 full male memberships and 9 full bulk male 

memberships. 

One category in particular is that of the “Good Sport Summer Membership” which encourages those men and women, 

whose primary sport is during the winter season, to have a temporary membership during the summer months which 

brings them onto our course more regularly. This will hopefully increase our income at a period that constantly proves 

financially draining on the Club. 

MEMBER REWARDS 

For the 2019/2020 membership year, we introduced the provision of 3 x $15 bar vouchers and 3 x social golf vouchers to 

those who renewed as Full or Midweek Bulk members, paid their fees upfront and by the due date. 

We also provided a President’s freebie drink voucher on Sunday 1st December to those who played on Closing Day. 

There are more “reward” initiatives in the pipeline to be offered to our members in the coming year. 

MEMBERSHIP SURVEY 

A survey is in the process of being developed to ascertain levels of member satisfaction and asking for feedback on how 

we might improve the member experience at Mackay Golf Club.  I encourage all members to complete the short survey 

so that the new Board has the opportunity to plan accordingly into the future. 

 

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY 



 

 

Plans to expand the details in our membership directory are under way with a view to providing members with contacts 

for professional services that can be utilised by fellow members, to support each other. It is hoped this can be achieved 

using our existing APP and members will be asked to provide additional information on their business if they wish to be 

included.  This may also provide additional opportunities for sponsorships and a growth in corporate days which are all 

part of maintaining a healthy vibrant Club. 

I would like to thank all members for their support of the Mackay Golf Club in the past year especially for making our new 

members feel welcome. 

I also thank the Board for their personal efforts and Manager Michael Richards for his assistance in steering me through 

my year as Membership Director of the Club. 

 

Di Hatfield 

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTOR   

 

 

 

MEMBERSHIP STATUS   

AS AT SEPTEMBER 30, 2019   

 

    

        

   2016 2017 2018 2019 

Life Members  Male 5 6 6 3 

Life Members  Female 2 2 2 2 

Full Members Male 382 375 427 461 

Full Members Female 70 70 79 84 

Midweek Members Male 91 87 75 65 

Midweek Members Female 38 38 28 23 

Intermediate Members Male 6 4 2 2 

Intermediate Members Female 2 2 1 0 

Junior Members Male 33 11 32 28 

Junior Members Female 4 0 15 8 

Honorary Members Male 6 5 4 4 

Honorary Members Female 1 1 0 0 

Total   640 601 671 680 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

TREASURER’S REPORT   
The 2018/19 year has seen Mackay Golf Club faced with increased operating costs. The ongoing challenge will be to 

control these costs while still providing a first-class golf course.  

 2019 2018 2017 

Recorded Net Profit $49,024 $202,559 $77,147 

Less: Infrastructure Levy ($9,479) ($57,000) ($55,253) 

Adjusted Net Profit $39,545 $145,559 21,894 

 

The Infrastructure/Development loan has been paid out in full this year from levies received from members. There is no 

levy for the 2019/20 year. The loan for the front sign was paid out this year.   

The Board and Management have seen the benefits of the initiatives commenced two years ago with an improvement in 

Golf Operations profit. The initiatives have been to streamline finance and administrative systems, the implementation of 

more competition rounds, the Pro Shop sending off the competition fields and closely monitoring all expenditure. The 

Festival of Golf (Pro Am) contributed $15,000 to the profit this year. Thank you to We R Golf and their staff for your 

efforts in working with the Board and Management to contribute to these improvements. 

This year has seen the cost of insurance for the club increase by 29% with the additional cost being $28,239. The annual 

cost of insurance to the Club is now in excess of $100,000. Management and the Board continue to investigate how 

Insurance costs can be controlled. MGC is not alone with many other Golf Clubs and sporting organisations in coastal Qld 

affected by rising premiums. Greens expenses increased by 4.4% with the additional cost being $24,969 with most of this 

extra cost attributed to increased wages. 

The Annual Subscription fee was increased by 1.6% in line with CPI for the 2019/20 Membership year. Bulk Green fees 

have not been increased for the past two years. With employee wage increases of 3% for the 2018/19 financial year, the 

Board has closely monitored expenditure while continuing to spend money on course improvements and Capital 

Equipment. 

The total value of equity has increased from $4,027,179 last year to $4,517,541. The Board continued to invest in new 

Capital Equipment for the upkeep of the course along with capital improvements to the course. The Board finalised and 

received payment for the Compensation for the granting of the easement to the Mackay Regional Council. This amount 

of $441,338 contributed to the Club’s improved cash position. 

The Club continues to have a strong Balance Sheet; however, we need to maintain the growth in people playing golf and 

more social players using the course. The improved profits in Golf Operations over the last two years has highlighted the 

benefits of this strategy. Revenue in the Bar was down 6.3%, however profit from bar trading increased by 3.5% due to 

the improved operating procedures put in place by Management and staff. Members need to support their club and 

Management continue to implement cost effective strategies to improve this area of the business. 

To provide the cash necessary to perform basic facility maintenance and modest levels of capital works (course 

improvements, course buggy paths, clubhouse improvements etc,) the Club must trade profitably and show a decent net 

profit. Without that net profit, funding the Club’s upkeep, and keeping members fees at “value for money” levels is 

extremely difficult. 

For MGC to remain a successful club, it requires the continuation of good planning, careful thinking and day to day 

diligence with spending. The Manager and his team have been instrumental in working with the Board to achieve the 

2019 result. Once again thank you to the many volunteers who put in many hours of effort to contribute so much to their 

club. Without your efforts our club and course would not be where it is.   

It has been my privilege to serve the MGC members in my role as Treasurer and I do hope that you feel your Club is not 

only well managed but is heading in the right direction. Special thanks to President Col Meng for steering the Club to its 

strong position. Also, to my fellow Board Members who have contributed many hours and expertise to make MGC a 

great club. 

David Hinder  

TREASURER   
































